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============

In recent years, the wavelet transform has been shown to be a successful tool in signal processing applications such as data compression and fast computations. The wavelet transform of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi_{a,b}(x)=\frac{1}{\sqrt{ a }}\psi \biggl( \frac{x-b}{a} \biggr)\quad (a>0, b \in\mathbf{R}) $$\end{document}$$ (see \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] for example). The inverse wavelet transform of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {S}}^{\mu}_{\nu}(\mathbf{R}) = \operatorname {ind}\lim _{h>0}{\mathcal {S}}^{\mu}_{\nu, h}(\mathbf{R}) $$\end{document}$$ with the inductive limit topology. The Gelfand-Shilov spaces were originally introduced in \[[@CR4]\] and \[[@CR5]\]. As well explained in \[[@CR6]\] and \[[@CR7]\], the Gelfand-Shilov spaces are better adapted to the study of the problems of partial differential equations for which the solutions sub-exponentially decay at infinity.

Remark 1.1 {#FPar1}
----------

Restricting functions with Fourier transforms supported in the right half-plane, we may also define the Banach progressive Gelfand-Shilov space $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the discrete wavelet case requiring strong additional conditions, the Meyer wavelets or the Gevrey wavelets constructed as in \[[@CR10]\] belong to the Gelfand-Shilov spaces. As for the continuous wavelet transform requiring only the admissible condition, there are many possibilities to choose the analyzed wavelet. Boundedness results in a generalized Sobolev space, Besov space and Lizorkin-Triebel space are given in \[[@CR3]\]. As for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\psi\in {\mathcal {S}}^{\mu,+}_{\nu}(\mathbf{R})$\end{document}$, \[[@CR7]\] and \[[@CR11]\] show the continuity properties of wavelet transforms by preparing spaces of functions in *a* and *b*, respectively. In this paper, we shall pay careful attention also to the parameter *h* as the radius of convergence in the analytic class and attempt to find a further detailed estimate with *h*. So, our purpose is to show the continuity properties in (strong) topologies of Banach Gelfand-Shilov spaces with the use of a vanishing moment condition and to give concrete examples which can indicate the optimality in Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

To state our results, we also introduce the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1 {#FPar2}
---------
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For the proof refer to \[[@CR6], [@CR12]\], etc. Taking Lemma [2.1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} into account, we denote another Banach Gelfand-Shilov space combining with the infinite vanishing moment condition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 2.2 {#FPar3}
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Then we prove the following.

Theorem 2.4 {#FPar5}
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Corollary 2.7 {#FPar8}
-------------
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In Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} we shall discuss the optimality of our boundedness results in Gelfand-Shilov spaces.

Proof of Theorem [2.4](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec3}
==============================================

At first, we introduce the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1 {#FPar9}
---------
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Remark 3.2 {#FPar10}
----------

The latter inequality is given in \[[@CR13]\] and \[[@CR14]\], which also shows multiplication algebras for the Gevrey-modulation spaces.

Proof of Lemma [3.1](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar11}
--------------------------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$Lh' \vert \xi \vert ^{k} \leq \bigl(h-h'- \varepsilon \bigr) \bigl( \vert \xi \vert ^{1 /\mu} + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta} \bigr) \quad \text{for } \vert \xi \vert >\tilde{R} \text{ or } \vert \xi \vert < \tilde{r} , $$\end{document}$$ since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I:= \bigl\{ \xi\in\mathbf{R}; r /a \leq \vert \xi \vert < R /a \bigr\} \quad \text{and} \quad J:= \bigl\{ \xi\in\mathbf{R}; \tilde{r} \leq \vert \xi \vert < \tilde{R} \bigr\} , $$\end{document}$$ we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \bigl\vert e^{ h' 2^{1-1/\mu}\{ d(\delta/\mu+1) (1+a )^{\mu'} (1+1/a^{\mu/\delta})^{\delta'} \}^{1/\mu} }W_{\psi}f (a,b) \bigr\vert \\ & \quad \leq Ca^{1/2} \bigl\Vert e^{h ( \vert \xi \vert ^{1 /\mu}+ \vert \xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta})}\hat{f} \bigr\Vert \\ & \quad \quad{}\times \int_{\mathbf{R}} e^{-(h-h')( \vert \xi \vert ^{1/\mu} + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta}+ \vert a\xi \vert ^{1 /\mu} + \vert a\xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta}) +Lh'( \vert \xi \vert ^{k} + \vert a\xi \vert ^{k} ) } \,d\xi \\ & \quad \leq Ca^{1/2} \bigl\Vert e^{h ( \vert \xi \vert ^{1 /\mu}+ \vert \xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta})}\hat{f} \bigr\Vert \biggl\{ \int_{\mathbf{R} \backslash(I\cup J) } e^{- \varepsilon ( \vert \xi \vert ^{1/\mu} + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1/\delta} ) } \,d\xi \\ & \quad\quad{} + \int_{I\backslash J } e^{- \varepsilon ( \vert \xi \vert ^{1/\mu } + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1/\delta} ) -(h-h')( \vert a\xi \vert ^{1 /\mu} + \vert a\xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta}) +Lh' \vert a\xi \vert ^{k} } \,d\xi \\ & \quad\quad{} + \int_{ J\backslash I } e^{-(h-h')( \vert \xi \vert ^{1/\mu} + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta} ) +Lh' \vert \xi \vert ^{k} } \,d\xi \\ & \quad\quad{} + \int_{I \cap J } e^{-(h-h')( \vert \xi \vert ^{1/\mu} + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta}+ \vert a\xi \vert ^{1 /\mu} + \vert a\xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta}) +Lh'( \vert \xi \vert ^{k} + \vert a\xi \vert ^{k} ) } \,d\xi \biggr\} \\ & \quad \leq Ca^{1/2} \bigl\Vert e^{h ( \vert \xi \vert ^{1 /\mu}+ \vert \xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta})}\hat{f} \bigr\Vert \biggl\{ \int_{\mathbf{R}} e^{- \varepsilon( \vert \xi \vert ^{1/\mu} + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1/\delta} ) } \,d\xi \\ & \quad\quad{} + \int_{\mathbf{R}} e^{-\varepsilon( \vert \xi \vert ^{1/\mu} + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1/\delta} ) +Lh'\max\{ R^{k} , r^{k} \} } \,d\xi \\ & \quad\quad{} + \int_{\mathbf{R}} e^{-(h-h') ( \vert \xi \vert ^{1/\mu} + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1/\delta} ) +Lh'\max\{ \tilde{R}^{k} ,\tilde{r}^{k} \} } \,d\xi \\ & \quad\quad{} + \int_{\mathbf{R}} e^{-(h-h') ( \vert \xi \vert ^{1/\mu} + \vert \xi \vert ^{-1/\delta} ) +Lh'\max\{ R^{k} ,\tilde{R}^{k} , r^{k} , \tilde{r}^{k} \} } \,d\xi \biggr\} \\ & \quad \leq { C a^{1/2} \bigl\Vert e^{h ( \vert \xi \vert ^{1 /\mu}+ \vert \xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta})}\hat{f} \bigr\Vert . } \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Thus, by ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) it follows that for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \bigl\Vert a^{-1/2} e^{ h 2^{1-1/\mu}d(\delta/\mu+1)^{1/\mu}( \max\{ a , a^{-1}\})^{1/(\mu+\delta)} } W_{\psi}f \bigr\Vert \\ & \quad \leq \bigl\Vert a^{-1/2} e^{ h' 2^{1-1/\mu}\{ d(\delta/\mu+1) (1+a )^{\mu'} (1+1/a^{\mu/\delta})^{\delta'}\}^{1/\mu} } W_{\psi}f \bigr\Vert \leq C \bigl\Vert e^{h ( \vert \xi \vert ^{1 /\mu }+ \vert \xi \vert ^{-1 /\delta})}\hat{f} \bigr\Vert _{.} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ This concludes the proof of Theorem [2.4](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}.

Concrete examples {#Sec4}
=================

In this section, we introduce concrete examples according to whether the order of vanishing moments is finite or infinite.
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                \begin{document}$t =e^{2hax}$\end{document}$, we have the wavelet transform $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} W_{\psi}f (a,b) = &\sqrt{\frac{a }{ C_{\psi}}} \int_{\mathbf{R}} \psi(x)f(ax+b) \,dx \\ = &-4h\sqrt{\frac{a }{ C_{\psi}}} \int_{\mathbf{R}} \frac{e^{hx} -e^{-hx}}{(e^{hx} +e^{-hx})^{2}}\cdot\frac {1}{e^{h(ax+b) } +e^{-h(ax+b)} } \,dx \\ = &- \frac{2 }{e^{hb} \sqrt{C_{\psi}a}} \int_{0}^{\infty}\frac{t^{1/a}-1}{(t^{1/a}+1)^{2}} \cdot \frac{dt}{t^{\frac{a-1}{2a} } (t +e^{-2hb})} , \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_{\psi}= \int_{\mathbf{R}} \frac{ \vert \hat{\psi}(\xi) \vert ^{2}}{ \vert \xi \vert } \,d\xi\quad ( =2\log2 ) . $$\end{document}$$ Using the Hölder inequality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1< \frac{2}{1+ \frac{h' }{h } }< p_{\pm}:=\frac{2}{1\pm\frac{h' }{h\max \{1,a\} } } < \frac{2}{1- \frac{h' }{h } } < \infty \quad \text{for } \operatorname {sgn}b =\pm1 \text{ respectively} , $$\end{document}$$ we obtain the estimate (from above) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \bigl\vert W_{\psi}f (a,b) \bigr\vert \\& \quad \leq \frac{2 }{e^{hb} \sqrt {C_{\psi}a}} \int_{0}^{\infty}\frac{1}{t^{1/a}+1 } \cdot \frac{dt}{t^{\frac{a-1}{2a} } \cdot\frac{p_{\pm}}{(p_{\pm}-1)^{1-1/ p_{\pm}}} t^{1/p_{\pm}} e^{-2hb(1-1/p_{\pm})}} \\& \quad = \frac{2 (p_{\pm}-1)^{1-1/p_{\pm}}e^{ hb(1-2/p_{\pm})} }{p_{\pm}\sqrt {C_{\psi}a}} \int_{0}^{\infty}\frac{1}{t^{1/a}+1 } \cdot \frac{dt}{t^{\frac{a-1}{2a} +\frac{1}{p_{\pm}} } } \\& \quad \leq \frac{C_{h' }e^{ hb(1-2/ p_{\pm})} }{ \sqrt{ a}} \int_{0}^{\infty}\frac{1}{t^{1/a}+1 } \cdot \frac{dt}{t^{ 1- \frac{1}{2a} \pm\frac{h' }{2h \max\{1,a\} } }} \\& \quad \leq \frac{C_{h' }e^{ hb(1-2/ p_{\pm})} }{ \sqrt{ a}} \biggl\{ \int_{0}^{1}\frac{1}{0+1 } \cdot \frac{dt}{t^{ 1- \frac{1}{2a} \pm\frac{h }{2h\max\{1,a\} } }} + \int_{1}^{\infty}\frac{1}{t^{1/a}+0 } \cdot \frac{dt}{t^{ 1- \frac{1}{2a} \pm\frac{h' }{2h \max\{1,a\} } }} \biggr\} \\& \quad = \frac{C_{h' }e^{ hb(1-2/ p_{\pm})} }{ \sqrt{ a}} \biggl\{ \frac {1}{\frac{1}{2a} \pm\frac{h' }{2h \max\{1,a\} } } +\frac{1}{\frac {1}{2a} \mp\frac{h' }{2h \max\{1,a\} }} \biggr\} \\& \quad = \frac{C_{h' }e^{ hb(1-2/ p_{\pm})} }{ \sqrt{ a}} \frac{4a }{1- ( \frac{h' a }{h \max\{1,a\} })^{2}} \\& \quad \leq C_{ h' }a^{1/2}e^{ -h' \vert b \vert / \max\{1,a\} } , \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ here we used the fact that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& (\mathrm{i})' \quad \bigl\Vert e^{ h' \vert b/(a+1) \vert } W_{\psi}f \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}_{+} \times \mathbf{R}) } \leq C \bigl\Vert e^{h \vert x \vert }f \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}) }, \\& (\mathrm{ii})'\quad \bigl\Vert a^{-1/2} e^{ h' } W_{\psi}f \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}_{+} \times \mathbf{R}) } \leq C \bigl\Vert e^{h \vert \xi \vert }\hat{f} \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}) } . \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ From estimate ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) it is possible that this example is the near critical case of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 4.1 {#FPar12}
----------

If we consider the typical example of the Mexican hat wavelet $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi(x) =\frac{2}{\pi^{1/4}\sqrt{3}} \bigl(1 -x^{2} \bigr) e^{-x^{2}/2}, \quad \quad\hat{\psi}(\xi) =\frac{2\sqrt{2\pi}}{\pi^{1/4}\sqrt{3}}\xi^{2} e^{-\xi^{2}/2}, $$\end{document}$$ we see that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W_{\psi}f (a,b) =\frac{2\sqrt{2}\pi^{1/4}a^{5/2}(a^{2}-1-b^{2})}{\sqrt{3 C_{\psi}}(a^{2}+1)^{5/2}}e^{-b^{2}/(2a^{2}+2)}. $$\end{document}$$ Then (i)′ in Theorem [2.4](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} becomes $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\mathrm{i})' \quad \bigl\Vert e^{ h' 2^{-1} \vert b/(a+1) \vert ^{2} } W_{\psi}f \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}_{+} \times \mathbf{R}) } \leq C \bigl\Vert e^{h \vert x \vert ^{2}}f \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}) }. $$\end{document}$$ The exponent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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• *Case of infinite vanishing moments*) Firstly we prove the following.

Proposition 4.2 {#FPar13}
---------------

*The inverse Fourier transform of* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\mathcal {F}}^{-1} \bigl[e^{-\xi^{2}-t^{2}\xi^{-2}} \bigr](x) = \frac{1}{ \sqrt{2}} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty}\frac{(-2t)^{n}}{n!} {}_{1}F_{1} \biggl(\frac{1-n}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, -\frac{x^{2}}{4} \biggr), $$\end{document}$$ *where* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${}_{1}F_{1} (a,b,z )$\end{document}$ *is the confluent hypergeometric function of the first kind*.

Remark 4.3 {#FPar14}
----------

The change of variables also yields $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {F}}^{-1} \bigl[e^{-\xi^{2}/2-t^{2}\xi^{-2}} \bigr](x) =& \sqrt{ \frac{2}{\pi}} \int^{\infty}_{0}e^{-\xi^{2}/2-t^{2}\xi^{-2}}\cos x\xi \,d\xi \\ =& \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int^{\infty}_{0}e^{-\xi^{2}-(t/\sqrt{2})^{2}\xi^{-2}}\cos(\sqrt{2}x)\xi \,d \xi \\ = & \sqrt{2} {\mathcal {F}}^{-1} \bigl[e^{-\xi^{2}-(t/\sqrt{2})^{2}\xi^{-2}} \bigr](\sqrt {2}x) \\ = & \sum_{n=0}^{\infty}\frac{(-\sqrt{2} t)^{n}}{n!} {}_{1}F_{1} \biggl(\frac{1-n}{2},\frac{1}{2}, - \frac{x^{2}}{2} \biggr). \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Proof of Proposition [4.2](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar15}
---------------------------------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$I(t,x):={\mathcal {F}}^{-1} \bigl[e^{-\xi^{2}-t^{2}\xi^{-2}} \bigr](x) = \sqrt{ \frac{2}{\pi}} \int^{\infty}_{0}e^{-\xi^{2}-t^{2}\xi^{-2}}\cos x\xi \,d\xi. $$\end{document}$$ Differentiating $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have derived ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) by solving the partial differential equation. To avoid confusion, let us denote the solution represented as in ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 4.4 {#FPar16}
----------
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Theorem 4.5 {#FPar17}
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Remark 4.6 {#FPar18}
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Remark 4.7 {#FPar19}
----------
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Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

In this paper, we consider the Banach spaces of Gelfand-Shilov functions satisfying vanishing moment conditions and study the wavelet transforms. Our contributions are as follows: We derived sharp estimates of the wavelet transforms which are useful for the time-frequency analysis, and stated the continuity properties of the wavelet transforms in Gelfand-Shilov spaces as a corollary.We computed the Fourier transforms and the wavelet transforms of concrete functions in the Gelfand-Shilov spaces. These examples show the optimality of estimates in Theorem [2.4](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}.

Appendix {#Sec6}
========

Concerned with the inverse wavelet transform, we also get the following.

Theorem A.1 {#FPar20}
-----------
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& (\mathrm{iv}) \quad \bigl\Vert e^{h d(\nu/\mu+1) \vert x \vert ^{1 / (\mu + \nu) }}M_{\psi}F \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}( \mathbf{R}) } \\& \hphantom{ (\mathrm{iv}) \quad}\quad \leq C \bigl\Vert e^{h \{ \vert b/\max\{ 1,a\} \vert ^{1 /\nu} +a^{1 /\mu} + a^{-1 /\delta} \} } F \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}_{+} \times \mathbf{R}) } \quad \textit{if } \nu>1 , \\& (\mathrm{iv})' \quad \bigl\Vert e^{h'2^{1-1/\nu} d(\nu/\mu+1) \vert x \vert ^{1 / (\mu+ \nu) }}M_{\psi}F \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}( \mathbf{R}) } \\& \hphantom{ (\mathrm{iv})' \quad}\quad \leq C \bigl\Vert e^{h \{ \vert b/\max\{ 1,a\} \vert ^{1 /\nu} +a^{1 /\mu} + a^{-1 /\delta} \} } F \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}_{+} \times \mathbf{R}) } \quad \textit{if } 0< \nu\leq1 , \\& (\mathrm{v})\quad \biggl\Vert \frac{ \vert \xi \vert ^{1/2} e^{hd(\delta/\mu +1)^{1/\mu} ( \max\{ \vert \xi \vert , \vert \xi \vert ^{- 1}\}) ^{1/(\mu+ \delta) } } }{ \vert \xi \vert +1} { \mathcal {F}}[M_{\psi}F] \biggr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R} ) } \\& \hphantom{ (\mathrm{v})\quad}\quad \leq \bigl\Vert e^{h \{ \vert b/\max\{ 1,a\} \vert ^{1 /\nu} +a^{1 /\mu} + a^{-1 /\delta} \} } F \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}_{+} \times \mathbf{R}) } \quad\textit{if } \mu>1 , \\& (\mathrm{v})' \quad \bigl\Vert e^{h' 2^{1-1/\mu} d(\delta/\mu+1)^{1/\mu} ( \max\{ \vert \xi \vert , \vert \xi \vert ^{- 1}\}) ^{1/(\mu+ \delta) } } { \mathcal {F}}[M_{\psi}F] \bigr\Vert _{ L^{\infty}( \mathbf{ R}) } \\& \hphantom{ (\mathrm{v})' \quad}\quad \leq C \bigl\Vert e^{h \{ \vert b/\max\{ 1,a\} \vert ^{1 /\nu} +a^{1 /\mu} + a^{-1 /\delta} \} } F \bigr\Vert _{L^{\infty}(\mathbf{R}_{+} \times \mathbf{R}) } \quad \textit{if } 0< \mu\leq1 . \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

The weight function of (iv) and (v) can be estimated as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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